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Auro-3D
Creative Tools
CTO of Auro Technologies BERT VAN DAELE explains how
the plugins in the Auro-3D Creative Tools Suite allow a single
workflow to output channel-based, object-based and M&E
versions of a mix all from one session.

A

ny mix starts with a number of “objects”. It could be just a few
microphone signals, some samples and synthesized signals or it
could be thousands of elements in a movie mix. In the end, they are
all “audio objects” which the mixing engineer starts to manipulate,
with panning, volume and other creative controls in the mix environment of
his choice. Traditionally, the control information is taken by a rendering engine
to create a channel-based version of the audio. The channel-based version will
be one particular signal for reproduction by one particular speaker or speaker
array. The rendering engine is inside the DAW, and can be thought of as an
equivalent of the op-amps and
mix bus in an analogue console.
Ultimately, it’s just a mechanism
that takes in information from
the controls — either through
voltages in hardware or metadata
from faders represented on
a screen — together with the
target speaker configuration,
and creates the channels. With
channel-based audio you can
go through a mastering process,
working
on
the
complete mix as a single
entity, then put the
result on a distribution
medium, physical or
digital. During playback
it is only necessary to
decode the audio and
look at which channel
needs to be in which
speaker position and
route it accordingly.
Pure
object-based
productions take the audio objects (the mixing engineer
creates the metadata), and instead of rendering it locally in
the studio to channels, all that information — the audio and
the metadata — is packed into a digital container: a bitstream
or a file, which has all the audio data and the information to
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modify it individually. Then, after
distribution, a renderer takes in that
information, looks at the installed
target configuration, and creates
signals for whichever reproduction
devices are present.
In practice, if we needed to do
this in a movie for 1,500 separate
Pro Tools channel stripes it would be
impossible, so in this case we have a
hybrid solution. You have a number
of objects which go into a channelbased part of the deliverable, called
the ‘bed’, and then there is a part
where audio and metadata are
separate and rendered locally in
playback. Object-based audio is thus
just another method of distributing
content, with some advantages and
disadvantages.
If we look at the recording and
microphone setups for channel-based recordings, you can capture an original
3D space with spaced setups, with close mics combined with panned mono
sources, or with coincident setups — where you will still probably require some
form of processing to route to whatever your target is. For instance, with a
typical M/S setup or with an Ambisonics microphone you would need to decode
it to the target channels, but it is still something that records the real sound in
one location, one spot in the room. With object-based, you can use multiple
monophonic drive sources as objects, but although there are some techniques
with post processing where you can create objects of recordings, recording reality
directly as objects is still not possible. So in this case you will see static sources
or these beds being used — basically whatever your creative vision requires.
In Auro-3D we don’t impose a microphone setup, we have some
recommendations — a large A-B or an ORTF, a Decca Tree based system — but
if it sounds good to you, Auro can accommodate it. You can use standard mixing
consoles, although not every console supports the bus-widths to do immersive
audio. We have seen a lot of creative use of aux and bus sends on analogue
consoles to generate the 3D panning channels. But the most often-used
method of mixing for immersive is in-the-box, for which Auro has some plugin
solutions. You will always need an intermediate renderer, and most current
DAWs don’t natively support the closed export and monitoring of an object
based audio format. In competing systems, your mind-set when you work with
object-based audio needs to be a bit different as a mixing engineer, which may
require a completely new preparation process for the session compared to what
you are used to. For those who work in movie sound, a surroundfriendly workflow has become the norm, but in
music production professionals are still working
on mic techniques
to capture extra
ambience, and the
channel-based way
of working is very
ingrained in the
mind-set. The very
flexible workflow
for Auro allows
producers to easily
adapt to immersive
audio
without
needing to leave
the workflow they
know best, and
there have been
many Blu-Ray music
discs already encoded for
Auro-3D.
We want to bring a
Unified Workflow concept
to the market, where we
have one mix session
for all kind of delivery
formats — simultaneous
mixing of 3D, 2D and
stereo using standard
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mixing workflows which everybody understands
— independent of the delivery format. Whether
its channel based Auro-3D (e.g. Auro 9.1), 5.1,
7.1, or object based in AuroMax with support
for open standards it shouldn’t matter. For this
reason we developed the Creative Tools Suite.
This provides the Auro-3D tools for mixing
and encoding, together with Auro-Matic Pro
(our immersive upmixer from mono, stereo or
surround), all integrated within Pro Tools. From
track channels, we capture signals with panner
and upmixer plugins, allowing the user to define
position in 3D space, balance the sounds, and
send those signals through virtual busses. We
Channel-based Production chain: Standard Auro-3D, Surround and Stereo productions
call them “virtual” because they are vector-based
— they don’t have pre-defined channels. These busses are then sent to a mixing
panned around with reverb — can be transformed into an immersive experience
engine, which is running in a daemon [a background process in a multi-tasking
at the flick of a switch. The use of virtual busses has several benefits: in the
computer OS]. The Mixing Engine takes in both the audio and metadata through
Mixing Engine, it is possible to choose which busses need to be output, so the
the virtual busses, creates a 3D mix, and sent back to the Pro Tools system via
operator can dynamically create M&E mixes. It is easy to isolate virtual busses
our Return plugins for monitoring purposes or to record the stem mix.
— dialogue, for example — independent of the target configuration. It is also
The Mixing Engine is also capable of encoding the content with our codecs,
possible to deploy multiple Mixing Engines in a session and create the stereo,
either to bring back into Pro Tools, or to create an object-based data stream (a
7.1 or 3D versions from the same information. In a similar manner, multiple mix
file with all the object based information directly from the mix session). With
engines can be deployed to create a full mix alongside additional M&E mixes.
our panner we have added controls to rotate audio sources in the 3D space, tilt
A key addition to our panner plugin is the “Object” button on the top right of
them, and lock them to the Pro Tools faders through our most recent addition:
the interface, which allows objects to be created “on the fly”. Without being
FaderLink.
configured beforehand, audio can be assigned as part of a bed or as an object as
FaderLink is a product of user feedback. Case in point –, based on frequent
the mix progresses. This is quite a different process compared to other systems,
feedback for the first version of Auro-3D plugins was that engineers were able
where audio destined for objects has to be pre-assigned before you even start
to create an immersive mix –, but the result was completely independent of the
mixing. We can use this same panning information for both channel and object
original mix setup in Pro Tools. We found a way to link our plugin fader, solo
based versions: the Auro-3D engine outputs to both channels (Auro 11.1), as
buttons, and panning into Pro Tools so that creating a 3D version of an existing
well as AuroMax. The plugin tracks that were flagged as objects will, in the
surround mix became a breeze. All that’s required is to instantiate the plugins on
channel-based version, just be part of a mix. In the object-based export they will
different channels, and change the height information as required.
nevertheless, be separate objects which are not part of the beds.
Auro-Matic Pro is an upmixing plugin. It allows users to send in a mono
Where can Auro-3D mixes be played back? Together with our partner Barco,
or stereo source and create a 3D version from it. In movies, we often see it
we started deployment in cinemas in 2010, and now we have close to 600
used to create a 3D version of the music beds from a stereo source. For sound
theatres worldwide with Auro installed, with many of them shortly transitioning
design, a mono source such as a thunderstorm effect — rather than just being
to AuroMax capability. Almost 200 movie titles have been mixed in Auro-3D.
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processor, which is also able to provide upmixing
if required. It’s also able to decode what we call
“alternative content” — Auro-encoded content
sourced from a satellite link source for example.
Last year at CinemaCon in Las Vegas, we
introduced AuroMax. With AuroMax there is still
a DCP and a server involved, but the audio is no
longer part of the standard PCM track (the main
audio track). We have an Aux track, which is sent
through an IP-link to an Outboard Media Block,
with all the copy-protection necessary, but not
inside the projector. It is in a separate box locked
to the Media Block via a sync signal. In this case,
we utilisze a separate audio renderer to relieve the
projector of this processing burden.
In home hi-fi, several brands of AV-Receivers
such as Denon, Marantz, Trinnov, Lyngdorf, Datasat
have our Auro-3D engine integrated. In automotive,
we currently have a partnership with Continental,
one of the largest multimedia manufacturers
Object-based Production chain
in the automotive industry. We expect some
announcements later this year concerning installs
of our Auro-Matic upmixer in several new vehicle
models. Certain models already come equipped with
a 9.1 system (sometimes we leave out the rear
height speakers if the distance between the upper
and lower speakers would be too close). This gives
off a truly immersive audio effect within the vehicle
interior. The advantages for driver and passenger
alike are varied. For example, the latter don’t need
to worry about optimal seating positions because
everyone gets a universal listening experience.
Auro-3D also augments sound output while getting
rid of the compressed “roof” effect of traditional
stereo systems. These factors alone are a huge draw
for many auto manufacturers looking to integrate
HybridProduction chain
our systems.
We have seen interest not only from Hollywood, but also from the local film
We are very happy that the first generation of mobile devices with Auroindustries in India, China, Korea and Russia.
Matic for mobile recently came on the market. These units come equipped
On a standard Auro 11.1 system, the content will be on a DCP (Digital Cinema
with the Auro-Matic upmixer installed into their OS, allowing the effect to be
Package). Theatre projectors contain a component called the IMB (Integrated
present on multiple sources, such as Spotify, YouTube, and/or locally stored files.
Media Block), which is responsible for decrypting and decoding the audio and
Gaming is another interesting frontier for us. We currently have a partnership
video content to send out to what is called the “B-Chain” audio post-processing
with AudioKinetic, a Canadian company that develops the WWise game audio
(crossovers, EQ, amps, speakers and so forth). In Digital Cinema, everything is
solution. Where WWise really shines is in the emerging Virtual Reality space.
heavily protected with encryption and keys. There’s even a rule from the DCI that
In conjunction with our technology, developers are able to conduct real-time
decrees no content should leave the system without some form of copy protection
panning of objects within the game or VR application, using head-tracking
(watermarking is used heavily on both audio and video). Thus the decrypted
(via Oculus Rift, HTC Vive, etc.) information to evoke a natural and extremely
content needs to be marked before leaving the system. Our Auro-Codec Decoder
immersive sound able to mimic real world surroundings depending on the user’s
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